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Peter Diamond

“Over the last decade or so, I have been involved in studying and advising about mandatory
pension systems, an interest I have pursued intermittently since the mid 1970’s. Over the same
period, I have returned to the study of optimal tax theory, with particular attention to the taxation of
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capital income. I could not avoid noticing that these two subjects intersect in the common practice
of the tax-favouring of retirement savings. And I have long been concerned about the implicit
methodology used by the profession in going from theoretical analyses to policy advice. In this
lecture I touch on all four of these topics – pensions, capital income taxes, tax-favoured retirement
savings, and methodology.”

Peter A Diamond is best known for his pioneering work in optimal taxation, widely applied to the
pricing of public utilities. In 1997, when Professor Diamond was named an Institute Professor atp g p ,
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, President Charles Vest summarized his achievements,
saying, "As one of the world's most distinguished economic theorists, you have enhanced our
understanding of modern public finance, the role of search processes in the macroeconomy, the
functioning of financial markets and the significance of fiscal policy in a growing economy. You
have the respect of theorists and practitioners alike and have brought clarity and rigor to the
debate over the future of social security in this country.“ Professor Diamond's earliest work
analyzed the long term effects of the growing national debt on the behaviour of the economy. His
second major publication (together with James Mirrlees) revolutionized the analysis of commodity
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second major publication (together with James Mirrlees) revolutionized the analysis of commodity
taxes to combine issues of income distribution along with economic efficiency. Later research on
prosperity and recession emphasized how the actions of each producer "spill over" and enlarge (or
shrink) the market for other goods.
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